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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 29 (1993), 29 { 38METRICALLY REGULAR SQUARE OF METRICALLYREGULAR BIPARTITE GRAPHS OF DIAMETER D = 6Vladimr VetchyAbstract. The present paper deals with the spectra of powers of metrically regulargraphs. We prove that there is only one table of the parameters of an associationscheme so that the corresponding metrically regular bipartite graph of diameterD = 6 (7 distinct eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix) has the metrically regularsquare. The results deal with the graphs of the diameter D < 6 see [7] and [8].1. Introduction and NotationThe theory ofmetrically regular graphs originates from the theory of associationschemes rst introduced by R.C. Bose and Shimamoto [2]. All graphs will beundirected, without loops and multiple edges.1.1. Denition [1]. Let X be a nite set, n := jXj  2. For an arbitrary naturalnumber D let R= fR0; R1; : : : ; RDg be a system of binary relations on X. A pair(X,R) will called an association scheme with n classes if and only if it satisesthe axioms A1  A4:A1. The system R forms a partition of the set X2 and R0 is the diagonalrelation, i.e. R0 = f(x; x);x 2 Xg.A2. For each i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Dg it holds R 1i 2 R.A3. For each i; j; k 2 f0; 1; : : :; Dg it holds(x; y) 2 Rk ^ (x1; y1) 2 Rk ) pij(x; y) = pij(x1; y1);where pij(x; y) = jfz; (x; z) 2 Ri ^ (z; y) 2 Rjgj.Then dene pkij := pij(x; y) where (x; y) 2 Rk.A4. For each i; j; k 2 f0; 1; : : :; Dg it holds pkij = pkji.The set X will be called the carrier of the association scheme (X,R). Especially,pki0 = ik, p0ij = viij , where ij is the Kronecker-Symbol and vi := p0ii, and denePj := (pkij), 0  i; j; k  D.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 05C50.Key words and phrases: spectra of graphs, square of graphs, bipartite graphs, metricallyregular graphs, association scheme.Received January 15, 1992. 29
30 VLADIMIR VETCHYGiven a graph G = (X;E) of diameter D we may dene Rk = f(x; y); d(x; y) =kg, where d (x; y) is the distance from the vertex x to the vertex y in the standardgraph metric. If (X,R),R = fR0; R1; : : : ; RDg, gives rise to an association scheme,the graph is called metrically regular and the pkij are said to be its parameters orits structural constants. Especially, metrically regular graphs with the diameterD = 2 are called strongly regular.1.2. Denition. Let G = (X;E) be an undirected graph without loops andmultiple edges. The second power (or the square) of G is the graph G2 = (X;E)with the same vertex set X and in which dierent vertices are adjacent if and onlyif there is at least one path of the length 2 or 1 in G between them.1.3. Denition. Let G be a graph with an adjacency matrixA. The characteristicpolynomial jI  Aj of the adjacency matrix A is called the characteristic polyno-mial of G and denoted by PG(). The eigenvalues of A and the spectrum of A arecalled the eigenvalues and the spectrum of G, respectively. If 1  2      nare the eigenvalues of G, the whole spectrum is denoted by Sp(G) and 1 is calledthe index of G.Dene (0; 1)-matrices A0; : : : ; AD by A0 = I and (Ai)jk = 1 if and only if thedistance from the vertex j to the vertex k in G is d (j; k) = i. Using these notationsit follows:1.4. Theorem [3]. For a metrically regular graph G with diameter D and forany real numbers r1; : : : ; rD the distinct eigenvalues of PDi=1 riAi and PDi=1 riPiare the same. In particular the distinct eigenvalues of a metrically regular graphare the same as those of P1.1.5. Theorem [6]. A metrically regular graph with diameterD has D+1 distincteigenvalues.1.6. Theorem [5]. The number of components of a regular graph G is equal tothe multiplicity of its index.1.7. Theorem [4, p.87]. A graph containing at least one edge is bipartite if andonly if its spectrum, considered as a set of points on the real axis, is symmetricwith respect to the zero point.1.8. Theorem [4, p.82]. A strongly connected digraph G with the greates eigen-value r has no odd cycles if and only if  r is also an eigenvalue of G.1.9. Theorem [7]. For every k 2 N , k  2 there is one and only one metricallyregular bipartite graph G = (X;E) with diameter D = 3, n = jXj = 2k + 2, sothat G2 is a strongly regular graph. Its nonzero structural constants are:p101 =1 p202 =1 p303 =1 v0 =1 1 =k = m3p112 =k   1 p211 =k   1 p312 =k v1 =k 2 =1p123 =1 p213 =1 m1 =1 v2 =k 3 =   1m2 =k p222 =k   1 m4 =1 v3 =1 4 =   k
MR SQUARE OF MR BIPARTITE GRAPHS 311.10. Theorem [7]. There is only one table of the parameters of an associationscheme so that the corresponding metrically regular bipartite graph with 5 distincteigenvalues has the strongly regular square. The table of the nonzero parametersis following:p101 =1 p202 =1 p303 =1 p404 =1 v0 =1p112 =3 p211 =2 p312 =3 p413 =4 v1 =4 = v3p123 =3 p213 =2 p314 =1 p422 =6 3 =0p134 =1 p222 =4 p323 =3 4 =  2 m3 =6 = v21 =4 p224 =1 2 =2 m4 =4 5 =  4m1 =1 p233 =2 m2 =4 v4 =1 m5 =1The realization of this table is the 4-dimensional unit cube.1.11. Theorem [8]. There are only four tables of the parameters of associationschemes for k 2 f1; 2; 4; 10g so that the corresponding metrically regular bipartitegraphs with 6 distinct eigenvalues have the metrically regular square. The nonzerostructural constants of the graphs are following:pii0 = p145 = p235 = p325 = p415 = 1 v0 =v5 = 1p211 = p244 = p314 = k v1 =v4 = 2k + 1p213 = p224 = p312 = p334 = k + 1 v2 =v3 = 2(2k + 1)p112 = p134 = p413 = p424 = 2k 1 =2k + 1 =  6p514 = 2k + 1 2 =k + 1 =  5p123 = p422 = p433 = 2k + 2 3 =1 =  4p222 = p233 = p323 = 3k p523 =2(2k + 1)The realization of the table for k = 2 is the 5-dimensional unit cube.1.12. Remark. Theorems 1.9., 1.10. and 1.11. show that for k = 3; 4; 5 the k-dimensional unit cubes have the metrically regular square.Further, we use some of the known relations from the theory of associationsschemes [1](1.1) vi =Xj pkij(1.2) vipijk = vjpjik
32 VLADIMIR VETCHY2. Main result2.1. Theorem. There is only one table of the parameters of an association schemewith 6 classes so that the corresponding metrically regular bipartite graph of di-ameter D = 6 (7 distinct eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix) has the metricallyregular square.Proof. Let 1 > 2 >    > 7 be the distinct eigenvalues of a metrically regularbigraph G and m1;m2; : : : ;m7 are the corresponding multiplicities. As G is abipartite graph it holds according to Theorems 1.7. and 1.8.:(2.1) pkij = 0; i + j + k  1 (mod 2); i; j; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 6g(2.2) Sp(G) = 1 2 3 0  3  2  11 m2 m3 m4 m3 m2 1 According to Theorem 1.4 it holds for these eigenvalues(2.3) jI   P1j = 0So we obtain7   5(1 + p112p211 + p213p312 + p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615)++3[p112p211(p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615) + p213p312(p415p514 + p516p615)++ p314p413p516p615 + 1(p213p312 + p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615)]  [p112p211p314p413p516p615 + 1p213p312(p415p514 + p516p615) + 1p314p413p516p615]:Because of (2.2) we get(2.4) 21 + 22 + 23 == 1 + p112p211 + p213p312 + p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615:(2.5) 2122 + 2123 + 2223 == p112p211(p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615) + p213p312(p415p514 + p516p615)++p314p413p516p615 + 1(p213p312 + p314p413 + p415p514 + p516p615):212223 == p112p211p314p413p516p615 + 1[p213p312(p415p514 + p516p615) + p314p413p516p615]:
MR SQUARE OF MR BIPARTITE GRAPHS 33If A resp. A2 denotes the adjacency matrix of a metrically regular bigraph Gresp. its square G2 it is easy to see that(2.6) A2 = 1p211A2 + A  1p211 I:and according to (2:6) we get the eigenvalues of G2 in the form(2.7) i = 2i + p211i   1p211 ; i 2 f1; : : : ; 7g:Because of p211(1   i) = p211(1   i)(1 + i + p211) > 0 it holds 1 is theindex of G2.As the diameter of G2 is D = 3 we obtain according to Theorem 1.5. that thegraph G2 has 4 distinct eigenvalues. So it must hold one the following posibilities1. i = j = k = m; i; j; k;m 2 f2; : : : ; 7g.Because of (2:7) we get p211 = i + j = i + k = i + m = j + k = j + m = k + mand we obtain a contradiction with s 6= t for s 6= t; s; t 2 f2; : : : ; 7g:2. i = j = k; m = n; i; j; k;m; n 2 f2; : : : ; 7g.Because of (2:7) we get p211 = i + j = i + k = j + k; p211 = m + n:So, we again obtain a contradiction with s 6= t for s 6= t; s; t 2 f2; : : : ; 7g:3. i = j ; k = m; s = t; i; j; k;m; s; t 2 f2; : : : ; 7g2 = j implies 2 + j =  p211; so j 2 f7g:3 = k implies 3 + k =  p211; so k 2 f6; 7g:4 = m implies 4 + m =  p211; so m 2 f5; 6; 7g:5 = n implies 5 + n =  p211; so n 2 f4; 5; 6; 7g:6 = s implies 6 + s =  p211; so s 2 f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g:7 = t implies 7 + t =  p211; so t 2 f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g:So, it must hold 2 = 7; 3 = 6; 4 = 5 and according to (2.2) we obtain2 = 1   p211; 3 = 2   p211; 4 = 3   p211:So, we get the spectrum of G in the form(2.8) Sp(G) = ( 3p211; 2p211; p211; 0;  p211;  2p211;  3p2111; m2; m3; m4; m3; m2; 1 )On the other hand if G2 is metrically regular, the parameters of G2 are
34 VLADIMIR VETCHY2p111 = 2p112 = p211 + p222(2.9) 2p112 = p123 = p213 + p224(2.10) 2p122 = 2p134 = p233 + p244(2.11) 2p123 = p145 = p235 + p246(2.12) 2p133 = 2p156 = p255 + p266(2.13) 2p211 = 2p312 = p422(2.14) 2p212 = p314 + p323 = p413 + p424(2.15) 2p213 = p325 = p415 + p426(2.16) 2p222 = 2p334 = p433 + p444(2.17) 2p223 = p336 + p345 = p435 + p446(2.18) 2p233 = 2p356 = p455 + p466(2.19) 2p312 = p514 + p523 = p624(2.20) 2p313 = p516 + p525 = p615 + p626(2.21) 2p322 = 2p534 = p633 + p644(2.22) 2p323 = p536 + p545 = p635 + p646(2.23) 2p333 = 2p556 = p655 + p666(2.24)From (1.1) (i=1, k=1) and (2.8) we get 1 = 1 + p112, sop112 = 3p211   1:(2.25)(1.2) (i=1, j=2, k=1) implies 1p112 = v2p211 andv2 = 3(3p211   1):(2.26)From (1.1) (i=2, k=1) we obtain v2 = p112 + p123 andp123 = 2(3p211   1);(2.27)so (1.2) (i=1, j=2, k=3) it implies 1p123 = v2p213 andp213 = 2p211:(2.28)The relation (1.1) (i=1, k=6) gives 1 = p615; sop615 = 3p211(2.29)and from (1.1) (i=6, k=1) we get v6 = p156:(2.30)
MR SQUARE OF MR BIPARTITE GRAPHS 35The relations (2.9) and (2.25) givep222 = 5p211   2(2.31)and from (2.10), (2.27) and (2.28) we obtainp224 = 2(2p211   1):(2.32)From (1.2) (i=2, j=4, k=2), (2.14), (2.26) and (2.32) we getv2p224 = v4p422 = v42p312;so 3(3p211   1)(2p211   1) = v4p312:(2.33)(1.2) (i=2, j=3, k=1) implies v2p213 = v3p312, so from (2.26) and (2.28) it follows3(3p211   1)(2p211) = v3p312:(2.34)(2.33) and (2.34) give v3v4 = 2p2112p211   1 ; so(2.35) v3 = 2p211t; v4 = (2p211   1)t; t 2 N:The relations (1.1) (i=1; k=3,4,5), (2.4), (2.8), (2.25), (2.28) and (2.29) imply14(p211)2 = 3p211 + (3p211   1)p211 + 2p211p312 + (3p211   p312)p413++(3p211   p413)p514 + 3p211(3p211   p514);so 2p211(p211   1  p312) = p413(3p211   p312)   p413p514:(2.36)From (1.1) (i=1; k=3,4,5), (2.5), (2.8), (2.25), (2.28) and (2.29) we get49(p211)4 == (3p211   1)p211[(3p211  p312)p413 + (3p211   p413)p514 + (3p211   p514)3p211]++2p211p312[(3p211  p413)p514 + (3p211   p514)3p211] + (3p211   p312)p413(3p211   p514)3p211++3p211[2p211p312 + (3p211   p312)p413 + (3p211   p413)p514 + (3p211   p514)3p211];and we obtain 2p211[(3p211   1)p312   (p211   2)(p211 + 1)] = p312p413p514:(2.37)
36 VLADIMIR VETCHYFrom (2.37) +p312(2.36) we obtain2p211[ (p312)2 + 2(2p211   1)p312   (p211   2)(p211 + 1)] = p413p312(3p211   p312):Because of D = 6 it implies p312 6= 0: (1.1) (i=1, k=3) gives p312 < 3p211 and we getp413 = 2p211 (p312)2   2(2p211   1)p312 + (p211   2)(p211 + 1)(p312)2   3p211p312 :(2.38)From (1.2) (i=3, j=4, k=1) we get v3p314 = v4p413 and from (1.1) (i=1, k=3), (2.35)we obtain 2p211t(3p211   p312) = (2p211   1)tp413;so p413 = 2p2113p211   p3122p211   1 :(2.39)The relations (2.38) and (2.39) give the equation(p312)3   (4p211 + 1)(p312)2 + [(p211)2 + 8p211   2]p312++[2(p211)3   3(p211)2   3p211 + 2] = 0and [p312   (p211 + 1)][(p312)2   3p211p312   2(p211)2 + 5p211   2] = 0:Because of 0 < p312 < 1 = 3p211 it must hold0 < 17(p211)2   20p211+ 8 < 9(p211)2and (2p211   1)(p211   2) < 0:But there are no p312 2 N for p211 = 1 and it must holdp312 = p211 + 1(2.40)(1.1) (i=1, k=3) and (2.40) give p314 = 2p211   1(2.41)and from (2.39) and (2.40) it followsp413 = 2p211:(2.42)
MR SQUARE OF MR BIPARTITE GRAPHS 37The relations (1.1) (i=1, k=4) and (2.42) givep415 = p211(2.43)and from (2.33) and (2.34) we obtainv3 = 18p211   24 + 24p211 + 1 ;(2.44)and v4 = 18p211   33 + 36p211 + 1 :(2.45)Substituting (2.40) and (2.42) in (2.37) we obtainp514 = 2p211 + 1(2.46)and from (1.1) (i=1, k=5) it followsp516 = p211   1:(2.47)Because diameter of G is D = 6 it holds p516 > 0; sop211 > 1:(2.48)From (1.2) (i=4, j=5, k=1) we get v4p415 = v5p514 so, from (2.43), (2.45) and(2.47) we obtain v5 = 3(3p211   1)(2p211   1)p211(p211 + 1)(2p211 + 1)(2.49)and according to v3; v4; v5 2 N, (2.44), (2.45), (2.48) and (2.49) implyp211 = 2:(2.50)The relations (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) - (2.50) give the following table of the nonzeroparameters of a graph G:p110 =1 p220 =1 p330 =1 p440 =1 p550 =1 p660 =1p112 =5 p211 =2 p312 =3 p413 =4 p514 =5 p615 =6p123 =10 p213 =4 p314 =3 p415 =2 p516 =1 p624 =15p134 =10 p222 =8 p323 =9 p422 =6 p523 =10 p633 =20 = v3p145 =5 p224 =6 p325 =3 p424 =8 p525 =5 6 =   4p156 =1 p233 =12 p334 =9 p426 =1 p534 =10 m6 =61 =6 p235 =4 p336 =1 p433 =12 4 =0 7 =   6m1 =1 p244 =8 p345 =3 p435 =4 m4 =20 m7 =1 = v62 =4 p246 =1 3 =2 p444 =6 5 =   2 v1 =6 = v5m2 =6 p255 =2 m3 =15 v0 =1 m5 =15 v2 =15 = v4
38 VLADIMIR VETCHYThe realization of this table is the 6-dimensional unit cube. With respect to Theorems 1.9.- 1.11. and 2.1. it would be reasonable to conjec-ture:There is only one table of parameters of an association scheme with 2k classes(k  2) so that the corresponding metrically regular bipartite graph of diameterD = 2k has a metrically regular square. The realization of this table is the 2k-dimensional unit cube. References[1] Bauer, L., Association Schemes I, Arch. Math. Brno 17 (1981), 173-184.[2] Bose, R. C., Shimamoto, T., Classication and analysis of partially balanced incomplete blockdesign with two association classes, J. Amer. Stat. Assn. 47 (1952), 151-184.[3] Bose, R. C., Messner, D. M., On linear associative algebras corresponding to associationschemes of partially balanced designs, Ann. Math. Statist. 30 (1959), 21-36.[4] Cvetkovic,D. M., Doob,M., Sachs, H., Spectra of graphs, DeutscherVerlag derWissenchaften,Berlin, 1980.[5] Sachs, H., Uber selbstkomplementare Graphen, Publ. Math. Debrecen 9 (1962), 270-288.[6] Smith, J. H., Some properties of the spectrum of a graph, Comb.Struct. and their Applic.,Gordon and Breach, Sci. Publ. Inc., New York-London-Paris (1970), 403-406.[7] Vetchy, V., Metrically regular square of metrically regular bigraphs I, Arch. Math. Brno 27b(1991), 183-197.[8] Vetchy, V., Metrically regular square of metrically regular bigraphs II, Arch. Math. Brno 28(1992), 17-24.Vladimr VetchyDepartment of MathematicsVA, PS 13612 00 Brno, CZECH REPUBLIC
